
Haringey Cycling Campaign

13th December 2021

19:30 – 21:10

by Zoom

Minutes

Attending on Zoom: Ben House (Coordinator), Michael Poteliakhoff (Consultations), Angela Hobsbaum
(Secretary), Grant Gahagan (Council Liaison), Jim Bewsher (Communications), Emmet McCallion (Climate
Safe Streets), Monica Chakraverty (Climate Safe Streets), Adam Coffman, Tessa Thomas, Peter G, Henry
Mance, Anke Boehme, Jake M, Andrew Rendle, Kim Roberts, Pamela Harling.

Apologies: Sally Haywill.

Introductions: all present introduced themselves briefly, talking about their cycling experience locally.

2. Minutes of previous meeting: accepted; actions noted had been executed. HCC’s Five Asks had been
sent to Councillors Mike Hakata and Peray Ahmet (Labour) and Councillors Luke Cawley-Harrison (leader of
Lib Dems) and Scott Emery (Lib Dem environment spokesperson).

3. Wightman Road: AC explained that following new road layout, a road safety audit had been carried out
(May 2020) which had produced damning reports; Haringey had agreed to make changes which he felt
were inadequate, since they consisted mainly of improving sightlines by removing trees and shortening
parking bays by 6m. The chicanes were not altered despite a lack of evidence for their effectiveness in
improving safety. We discussed the best way to improve these proposals. Should we wait for the Green
Lanes/ Wightman Road plans to be prepared in February, or reject these inadequate safety measures now,
perhaps by joining up with local Harringay Ladder group? It was likely that the Green Lanes/Wightman
Road report would restrict traffic on the ladder but wouldn’t necessarily change Wightman Road. It was
noted that as one of our 5 Pledges was To commit to Vision Zero: eliminating all serious cycle injuries
caused by motor vehicles, we should reject the proposed improvements as inadequate on those grounds.
Additionally, we should ask whether any/all of the officers have taken advantage of the DfT-funded CPD
training on LTN 1/20.

ACTION: BH to write to Mike Hakata to request a site visit with Danny
Gayle, DONE 14/12/21

4. Walking and Cycling Stakeholders’ Meeting: Living Streets and HCC are invited to monthly meetings to
discuss issues with Haringey Traffic Engineers. AH reported on the meeting of 26 November, which
focussed on the Draft Walking and Cycling Action Plan, published on 11 November, and some issues of
inadequate cycle planning raised by MP. It was reported that more responses to the consultation were
being received from BAME groups and residents on the east of the borough. MP reported on inadequate
cycling planning in the High Road redevelopment.

ACTION: Haringey officer to arrange a site meeting in January.

The three LTNs proposed (Bounds Green, Bruce Grove and St Ann’s) were passed by Cabinet on 7
December. Work on Bounds Green would start in January, the other two after the May local elections.

5. Local election preparations: PG thanked all those whose suggested improvements had now resulted in
version 6. Our pledges were bespoke and relevant to our own borough. See HCC’s website:
http://www.haringeycyclists.org/2021/12/07/5-asks-for-the-local-elections-2022/

PG asked whether, with respect to Pledge 1, we agree on the routes which we are asking for?

http://www.haringeycyclists.org/2021/12/07/5-asks-for-the-local-elections-2022/


There was discussion about how to use our 5 Pledges. EMcC said that we will need to ask all candidates to
support them. We need to be able to claim that these asks are supported by X% of residents.

By May, the anti-LTN group in Bounds Green may have become more vocal and we will need to work hard
to counter them. We discussed our role in responding to anti-LTN lobby; agreed that we needed to
campaign positively and avoid confrontational arguments. PG suggested that Councillor Ian Barnes (Enfield,
Deputy Leader) would be a useful speaker at a future HCC meeting as he led Enfield’s LTN campaign.

ACTION: PG+BH to invite Ian Barnes to a future HCC meeting.

It was noted that each LTN can generate c£3m in revenue from cameras. We should ask that income from
LTNs should be ring-fenced for active travel.

PG suggested that we should carry out an annual audit of our pledges every May and ask Haringey what
had been achieved.

6. Online meeting (18/11) with Mike Hakata (Deputy Leader with responsibility for Environment,
Transport & Climate Emergency) and ride (25/11): At the online meeting MH had suggested some
improvements to our 5 Pledges. The ride covered Wood Green->Archway ->Crouch End->Hornsey. The next
ride would cover Crescent Road, Durnsford Road and Bounds Green. MH reported on plans for a cycle route
along Tottenham Lane-> Crouch End->Islington.  The first ride with MH had included CS1 and he was well
aware of its inadequacies.

7. Walking and Cycling Action Plan: deadline to consultation: 10 Jan 2022. We discussed whether to submit
a response jointly with FoE and HLS. The HLS contribution took a different approach; it was agreed that a
meeting with Jack Maizels (HLS) was needed.

It was suggested that we should encourage all our members to respond individually by suggesting prompts
they could use.

ACTION: BH to set up a meeting with Jack M, MP, BH, GG. Encouraging
members to respond - who?

8. HCC Communications and private facebook group: JB invited everyone to join our facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/888491872033582, to encourage conversations and discussion. The
link was included in the December newsletter which goes to all HCC members.

It was agreed that we should compile a brief, evidence-based fact-bank to combat myths about LTNs, to
include facts about pollution, congestion, traffic displacement, etc., to be available on our website. Online
presence: avoid locking horns with angry protesters; better to be constructive with an upbeat message.
Need to reach the undecided; personal messages are more persuasive.

Could we be more helpful to motorists by warning drivers of new restrictions?

Website: AR looks after the back end; BH has posted a summary of Walking & Cycling Action Plan with
suggestions on how to respond.

ACTION: BH will set up a HCC Website group including MC, EMcC, AR, TT, AH,
JW (Jase Warner) to improve the website.

BH  is compiling fact-bank:
A good starting point:  https://cyclingfallacies.com/en/

9. AOB 1: High Road redevelopment: MP reminded that consultation closes on 20 Dec 2021, but there had
been no responses from LS, Tottenham Civic Society, FoE. Previous work has beautified WHL to the
detriment of cycling, so it is important that the new development has usable cycle routes! PG: Can Section
106 money be used to improve CS1 or junction of WHL/High Road. GG reported that their plans to improve
CS1 were poor. ACTION: MP will contact HLS and FoE - DONE
14/12/21

https://www.facebook.com/groups/888491872033582


AOB 2: Cycle Buddies: GG suggested that when LTNs are established, we should offer to buddy with new or
less confident cyclists; JW has already done this informally; we could advertise the scheme soon.

AOB 3:  Cycle routes in other boroughs: Grant offered to organise rides to visit good infrastructure in other
local boroughs. Might have to cap numbers.

AOB 4: Cycling in company: TT asked that we include this, not just cycling with children, on a future
agenda.

Meeting closed 21.10.

Next meeting: 10 January 2022.


